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Dreamscape Networks
Now listed and trading on ASX
Following highly successful IPO
Dreamscape Networks Ltd. is now publicly listed on the ASX. The company owns
Crazy Domains, Australia's top domain brand, which has a market share of 34%
of all new .au registrations.
The online solutions provider launched its highly successful IPO with investment
spread across institutional funds as well as retail platforms Equitise and
OnMarketBookBuilds, which both closed and noted as oversubscribed following
enthusiastic interest from investors. The IPO raised A$25 million for the company.

The company is now listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX) with the code DN8. Dreamscape
celebrated the launch on 7 December across all its
offices in Dubai, the Philippines, Ukraine and Australia.
Dreamscape's ASX listing ushers in new benefits for the company's customers
around the globe. Among these are investment in infrastructure, improved
services and customer experience, as well as improved and refreshed products.
Through its primary brand, Crazy Domains, and guided by growth initiatives, it
intends to continue striving towards its mantra of making it easier for people to
succeed online.

Dreamscape Networks Limited has acquired the parent company of Dreamscape
Networks FZLLC. The company's brands  Crazy Domains, Aust Domains and
Cheap Domains  continue to be owned by the same entity.

The company's board and management consists of
highly experienced professionals who will be at the
helm to lead Dreamscape forward to a bigger future.

Peter James serves as NonExecutive Chairman, with his
extensive experience at iiNet and on the board of Nearmap
and Macquarie Telecom.

Mark Evans is CEO and Managing Director, with over 20
years of experience running and managing successful
businesses.

COO and Executive Director Gavin Gibson brings over 15
years of strong IT experience, 9 of those with the company.

Evan Cross as NonExecutive Director will be bringing
significant corporate acquisition experience.

Group Finance Executive and Company Secretary Tony
Sparks has over 25 years' experience as a Chartered
Accountant and Senior Executive, as well as 10 years as ASX
Company Secretary.
Completing the board is NonExecutive Director Michael
Malone, the founder of iiNet, who built his company to over
1.5 billion dollars before selling out to TPG. Michael
completed over 40 acquisitions at iiNet, and Dreamscape will
be utilising his wealth of knowledge and experience in the
acquisition area on the path to growth.

Dreamscape will be reinforced by this strong leadership structure backed by what
it believes to be best in world technical support, customer care and sales centre in
the Philippines, as well as a significant team of technical and operational experts.
This will go a long way to helping the company expand influence and reach within
lucrative markets and opportunities.

Dreamscape Networks Limited always has an eye
towards bestinworld service, providing simple and
innovative solutions that allow businesses to take the
best steps forward online.

Visit www.dreamscapenetworks.com to know more
about the company and the listing, and its host of
transformative online solutions.

